
TYPES OF ESSAYS ON AP LITERATURE EXAM

AP English Literature: Exam Format and Question Types . The first two essays are literary analysis essays of specific
passages, with one.

Hopefully, these 52 AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies are going to help you when it comes
to taking the AP exam. Annotate the passage as you read. The standard system is out the window here, and
you can write something shorter or combine some of the paragraphs and sections into smaller sections to cover
the information needed. The basic writing format of presenting an introduction, body, and conclusion is
helpful, but to achieve a high score, you must demonstrate depth of thought. Eat a good meal. AP English
Literature Test Day Tips When it comes to test day you want to make sure you have the right AP English
Literature tips and test-taking strategies to get you prepared and ready for anything that might come your way.
Answering every piece is going to give you a better chance of getting a higher score. Although each essay
topic has its own specific requirements, use these general suggestions for all of your essays: Use the test
booklet to plan your essay. Practice frequently so that you're comfortable with the timing. As of May , you're
given 2 hours and 15 minutes to complete the essays. A variation of the argument essay, the synthesis essay,
debuted in  Read prose also for word choice and analogy. Be organized and use plenty of evidence. Because of
the increased amount of reading, the test development committee has added 15 minutes to the essay section.
All of these details are going to help you in answering whatever the prompt may be. Stay on topic; avoid
irrelevant comments or ideas. The multiple-choice section will always include at least 2 prose fiction passages
this may include drama and at least 2 poetry passages. Check out the AP literature multiple choice tips here.
That means you need to be able to read through something and analyze it to understand all of its many parts
and what the author was attempting to get through when they wrote it. For this essay, you're given six or seven
passages.


